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3. Competition

Mercantile Relay Rules

1. Teams shall be selected randomly, with up to 4 competitors per team.
2. Nominated teams will not be accepted.
3. The Club reserves the right to appoint “Derived drivers” to the teams list if not enough members are present to make all teams equal. This “Derived drivers” time shall be the time gained by the competitor that finishes 3rd in Cadet 12.
4. All competitors will be given a “Class” handicap time, per lap, based on Cadet 9 lap record time. This handicap will be added to the competitors total race time.
5. Some competitors will be given a “Personal” handicap, per lap, as well to ensure equal opportunity of all drivers and teams. This will be based on their usual performance against the lap record time for their class. This handicap will be deducted from the competitors total race time.
6. Mercantile relay shall be on Heat races only. (Race 1 and 2)
7. Qualifying shall be by Egg and Spoon Race for starting positions in respective class for heats 1 and 2.
8. All competitors are required to participate in full protective race gear.
9. Egg and Spoon race shall be 2 laps of a 25 metre course (Up and back) on the grassed section in front of the grandstand.
10. Each time the egg falls off the spoon and comes into contact with the ground, a 5 second penalty shall be added to that competitor’s team time. It will not affect the drivers qualifying time and starting position.

11. A competitor shall not move until Egg has been replaced onto the spoon.

12. Contact of another person during the Egg and Spoon race shall result in a 5 second team time penalty to the person causing the contact.

13. The person who is fouled by the above contact will have no penalty imposed, even if Egg contacts the ground.

14. Two Judges of Fact (Clerk of Course and Assistant CoC) shall be present, their decision is final.

15. In the event of a DNF for a competitor in either race 1 or 2, a derived time shall be used. This time will be the time of the last placed person in that class plus 5 seconds.

16. In the event of a DNS for a competitor in either race 1 or 2, a derived time shall be used. This time will be the time of the last placed person in that class plus 5 seconds.

17. In the event of a DSQ for a competitor in either race 1 or 2, a derived time shall be used. This time will be the time of the last placed person in that class plus 1 minute.

18. To calculate a winning team, the total race time (TRT) of all team members will be added together. Their “personal” (PH) handicap (per lap) will then be subtracted and then added with each members “class” (CH) handicap (per lap) and “Egg” (EP) penalty. The result will give a TOTAL time for that team. Lowest time wins. Formula: TRT - (PH x laps) + (CH x laps) + EP = Individual Member time

19. In the event of a tie, the teams combined qualifying positions will be added and the lowest points will prevail as the winner.

20. If still a tie, the teams individual finishing positions from both heats will be added together, using the club points system, the lowest is the winner.

21. If still a tie, then the finishing position of the team captain in heat 2 shall decide the winner.

22. All competitors are to have fun.
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